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A B S T R A C T   

Hydrogen-induced fracture of X65 pipeline steel under in-situ electrochemical charging is investigated by using 
slow strain-rate tensile (SSRT) test, hydrogen diffusion test, fractography analysis, and finite element simulation. 
Smooth and notched tensile specimens with varying notch radii are utilized to ascertain the impact of stress 
triaxiality on hydrogen embrittlement (HE) susceptibility. A fully coupled model, H-CGM+, capable of simulating 
the synergy between hydrogen-enhanced plasticity and decohesion, is employed. The simulation proficiently 
replicates both the global stress-strain trajectories and the local failure initiation sites of the in-situ SSRT tests. 
The findings indicate a predominance of dislocation trapping hydrogen mechanism in HE, with crack inception at 
the notch surface where local plastic strain peaks, subsequently advancing towards the center of the specimen. 
Notably, an inverse relationship is observed between HE susceptibility and stress triaxiality. A hydrogen-induced 
failure criterion, defined as a critical combination of local hydrogen concentration and plastic strain, is derived. 
The failure criterion is found to be independent of stress triaxiality, which serves as a good reference for safety 
assessment of hydrogen pipelines.   

1. Introduction 

Hydrogen as a green energy carrier is believed to be one of the key 
players in the transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy. Pipelines 
are a crucial infrastructure for hydrogen gas transport. Yet, pipeline 
steels are vulnerable to mechanical degradation and premature failure 
upon exposure to hydrogen, a phenomenon recognized as hydrogen 
embrittlement (HE) [1]. This poses a critical threat to the structural 
integrity of pipelines. Comprehending and forecasting the influence of 
hydrogen on the mechanical properties of pipeline steels is critical for 
the secure transport of hydrogen. 

Extensive research over the past decades has revealed the impact of 
various factors on HE in pipeline steels. Studies have shown that the 
type, content, and morphology of inclusions [2–5], along with alloying 
elements [6,7] and microstructures [8–10], significantly affect HE sus-
ceptibility. Various loading conditions such as tensile tests [9,11,12], 

fatigue tests [13,14], and nanoindentation tests [15] have been 
employed to understand HE behavior across different scales. The effects 
of hydrogen under electrochemical [11,16] and high-pressure gaseous 
charging [8,9] have been examined and compared [12,17,18]. Gaseous 
charging is more relevant for hydrogen pipelines, while electrochemical 
charging is preferred for its efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and fewer 
regulatory hurdles, remaining crucial for routine or preliminary testing 
in pipeline applications. A recent study proposed an equivalence rela-
tion between these charging methods [19], reinforcing the relevance of 
electrochemical charging for hydrogen pipelines. Despite hydrogen’s 
universally negative impact on the mechanical properties of pipeline 
steels, its effects and the HE behavior vary significantly, necessitating 
focused attention on specific conditions. 

Pipeline steels respond differently under distinct hydrogen charging 
conditions [12,18]. Ex-situ charging, where hydrogen is introduced 
before applying mechanical stress, tends to have a lesser impact 
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compared to in-situ charging, where steel is simultaneously exposed to 
hydrogen and mechanical stress. Research by Wang et al. [12] demon-
strated negligible effects of ex-situ charging on X65 pipeline steel, while 
in-situ charging led to considerable degradation. For X70 pipeline steel, 
Wang [18] found that fracture toughness decreased with increasing 
hydrogen levels due to the HELP mechanism [20] during ex-situ 
charging. In contrast, the fracture toughness decreased linearly with 
the logarithm of hydrogen concentration when the same material was 
tested under in-situ hydrogen charging condition and the hydrogen 
enhanced decohesion (HEDE) mechanism [21] was dominant. More-
over, stress triaxiality may play an important role in hydrogen-induced 
fracture. A recent study by Depraetere et al. [22] examined the effect of 
stress triaxiality on HE behavior in a X70 pipeline steel using the ex-situ 
method. They found that HE susceptibility increased with the increase of 
stress triaxiality, which was attributed to a greater effect of 
hydrogen-enhanced lateral void growth, associated with the HELP 
mechanism. However, the role of stress triaxiality under in-situ condi-
tions is not fully understood, highlighting an area for further 
investigation. 

A notable gap in HE research is the absence of a definitive hydrogen- 
induced failure criterion. HE initiates locally due to a specific combi-
nation of stress, strain, and hydrogen concentration in the material [23, 
24]. This critical combination at the failure initiation can therefore serve 
as a potential hydrogen-induced failure criterion. While microscale tests 
can identify crack nucleation sites [15,17] and hydrogen-rich areas 
[25], measuring localized stress, strain, and hydrogen concentration 
directly is challenging. Continuum-scale models, such as the hydrogen 
informed cohesive zone model [26,27] and the hydrogen informed 
complete Gurson model [28,29], facilitate the exploration of these pa-
rameters at failure initiation points. Establishing an accurate HE crite-
rion requires a synergistic approach combining both experimental 
observations and numerical simulations to capture the complex nature 
of HE. 

Continuum-scale HE simulations have evolved significantly, incor-
porating various factors affecting HE. The diffusion coupled cohesive 
zone model (H-CZM) is one such approach, accounting for hydrogen 
redistribution [26,27], surface kinetics [30], cyclic loading [31,32] and 
three-dimensional problems [33,34]. H-CZM primarily addresses the 
HEDE mechanism. On the other hand, the hydrogen informed complete 
Gurson model (H-CGM) [28,29] and unit cell analysis [35,36] focus on 
plasticity-mediated mechanisms, particularly HELP. Recently, Deprae-
tere et al. [37] augmented the H-CGM model with an improved 
expression for hydrogen-promoted void nucleation in line with the 
HESIV mechanism [38]. Despite their effectiveness, these models [28, 
29,37] typically focus on hydrogen-enhanced plasticity with less 
consideration on decohesion, while the two mechanisms often simulta-
neously contribute to HE in metals [18,39–45]. In reality, HELP may 
dominate at low hydrogen concentrations while HEDE dominates at 
high hydrogen concentrations [39,40,43]. To overcome these limita-
tions, a new unified model, H-CGM+ [46], was proposed, integrating 
both HELP and HEDE mechanisms. H-CGM+ effectively simulates the 
competitive dynamics between ductile, HELP, and HEDE mechanisms, 
and accurately represents the transition of fracture surface morphology 
seen in various hydrogen conditions. It is noted that another version was 
recently proposed by Lopes Pinto et al. [47] based on a modified GTN 
model with consideration of the HEDE mechanism. 

In this study, a combination of experimental and numerical methods 
is employed to elucidate the HE mechanism of X65 pipeline steel under 
in-situ charging conditions and to establish a hydrogen-induced failure 
criterion. The investigation assesses the impact of stress triaxiality by 
analyzing specimens with different notch configurations. Mechanical 
properties are gauged using slow strain-rate tensile tests (SSRT) per-
formed in air, complemented by hydrogen diffusion and trapping data 
obtained from parallel studies. The H-CGM+ model is utilized to simu-
late the loading curves of in-situ SSRT tests, and the fracture surfaces are 
examined to identify the fracture mechanism. Eventually, the H-CGM+

model enables the determination of the critical combination of localized 
strain and hydrogen concentration that triggers crack initiation. 

2. Experimental study 

The studied material is a commercial X65 grade carbon steel with a 
relatively homogeneous microstructure (ferrite matrix and bainite) 
[12], the mechanical behavior is assumed to be isotropic. Axisymmetric 
tensile specimens with different geometries, denoted as Smooth, U, M 
and V are machined according to the dimensions given in Fig. 1. The 
initial stress triaxiality at the center is calculated using Bridgman’s 
formula [48] as 0.33, 0.8, 1.05 and 1.25 for Smooth, U, M and V, 
respectively. Note that the triaxiality levels will vary upon the devel-
opment of plasticity. SSRT tests in air and under in-situ hydrogen 
charging condition are performed at room temperature. Prior to the 
tensile testing and hydrogen charging, the sample surface is mechani-
cally ground till 5000 grit SiC paper followed by fine polishing pro-
cesses. For each geometry, the specimens are tensile tested at a fixed 
displacement rate. This rate is adjusted for each geometry, such that the 
local strain rate at the notch root in each specimen is equal to 1×

10− 6/s. The variation of the minimum cross-sectional radius is moni-
tored using two perpendicularly positioned cameras. Hydrogen is 
introduced into the sample by electrochemical charging in an aqueous 
solution of 3.5 wt% NaCl at a charging potential of − 1050 mVAg/AgCl. 
Before in-situ SSRT testing, the specimen is pre-charged for 24 h. Frac-
ture surfaces after SSRT test are examined using scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM). 

To determine the hydrogen uptake into the sample after pre-charged, 
hot extraction test is conducted at 600 ◦C, and the estimated hydrogen 
concentration is about 0.052 wppm. In a parallel research on the same 
material: it is determined that the effective hydrogen diffusivity Deff is 
2.3× 10− 4 mm2/s; based on such values it is estimated that a 24 h pre- 
charging stage would guarantee a uniform hydrogen distribution 
through the specimen; it is also confirmed that dislocation is the main 
type of hydrogen trapping site, the corresponding trap binding energy 
Eb = 23.0 kJ/mol, and the trap density NT without plastic deformation is 
9.09× 1024 site/m3. These results are determined by means of perme-
ation test and thermal desorption analysis (TDA), which will be reported 
in a separate publication. 

3. Numerical method 

Numerical simulation of the SSRT tests in air and in hydrogen 
charging condition is carried out in ABAQUS, and the finite element 
model considers only half of the tensile specimen due to symmetry. An 
example (M-notch specimen) is shown in Fig. 2(a), the same loading 
displacement rate as used in the SSRT test is applied to the top nodes, 
while the bottom nodes are pinned. The mesh consists of 9252 elements 
with a minimum mesh size of 0.1 mm. 

3.1. Numerical simulations without hydrogen 

An extended complete Gurson model (CGM), CGM+ [46] imple-
mented through a VUMAT subroutine in ABAQUS, is used for simula-
tions without hydrogen. The complete Gurson model (CGM) [49] is 
designed to model ductile failure by a voiding process where both the 
homogeneous and the localized deformation of voids are represented. 
CGM+ is obtained by integrating a stress-controlled decohesion criterion 
into CGM. The schematic of CGM+ is shown in Fig. 2(b). Path A illus-
trates the classical GTN model [50], where the homogeneous deforma-
tion of void (i.e. void growth) is represented, the term σ1 is the applied 
maximum principal stress. Path B illustrates the Thomason’s plastic 
limit load model [51], where the localized deformation of void (void 
coalescence) is represented, the term σlocalized

1 is the threshold stress for 
localized deformation mode. Path A is favorable when the equivalent 
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plastic strain (PEEQ) is small since the stress required for void growth is 
smaller than that for void coalescence, until it intersects with path B, as 
indicated by the red dot in Fig. 2(b), then void coalescence becomes 
favorable. Path A and path B represent the CGM where the void coa-
lescence is automatically predicted and the void volume fraction at 
intersecting point indicates the critical void volume fraction fc. Path C 
shows the stress-based decohesion criterion, the term σ1

c is the decohe-
sion threshold/cohesive strength. The actual failure mode of CGM+

depends on the competition between void coalescence and decohesion. 
When σ1

c is sufficiently large (orange solid line), void coalescence pre-
vails, CGM+ returns to CGM, and failure occurs at the red dot. If σ1

c is 
small (orange dash line), decohesion takes charge, and CGM+ fails at the 
orange dot. Considering that all the samples exhibit ductile fracture 
mode with micro-void coalescence features when hydrogen is absent, as 
proved by SEM observation, σ1

c is assumed to be high, so that void 

Fig. 1. The dimensions of Smooth, U, M and V tensile specimens. The surface roughness after machining is 0.4.  

Fig. 2. (a) Finite element model of the M-notch specimen and the distribution of mesh close to the notch; (b) The schematic of CGM+, showing the coexistence of 
void coalescence and decohesion criteria; (c) Boundary conditions used in the simulations with hydrogen, U(t) = Ub means the chemical potential at the boundary is 
constant during in-situ SSRT test; (d) The schematic of H-CGM+, showing the competition between HELP and HEDE. 
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coalescence controls failure. 

Path A : ∅(σ, σ, f ) =
(σe

σ

)2
+ 2q1fcosh

(q2σm

2σ

)
− 1 − q2

1f 2 = 0 (1) 

σe is the conventional von Mises stress, σ is the flow stress of the 
matrix material, σm is the mean stress and f is the current void volume 
fraction, q1 and q2 are the coefficients introduced by Tvergaard [50]. 
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1 = σ

(
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1
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r is the void space ratio, α and β are constants, typically α = 0.12 +
1.68∗n (n is the hardening exponent) and β = 1.2 according to Zhang 
[52]. 

Path C : σ1
c = σ0 × γ (3) 

σ0 is the yield stress of the matrix material, γ is the decohesion 
threshold parameter [46,53]. 

The application of CGM+/CGM needs determination of several me-
chanical properties including elastic parameters (E, v), flow properties 
(n, equivalent σ-ε curve), coefficients of yield function (q1, q2), void 
nucleation parameters and ductile fracture parameters. The elastic and 
hardening properties can be directly derived from experimental result. 
Regarding to the coefficients of yield function, the commonly used 
values q1 = 1.5 and q2 = 1.0 are chosen [54]. In the current study, void 
nucleation is represented by the cluster nucleation model [52], where 
the only controlling parameter is initial void volume fraction f0. By 
fitting the SSRT testing results with CGM+, the parameter f0 is identified. 
These mechanical properties are then transferred to simulations with 
hydrogen. 

3.2. Numerical simulations with hydrogen 

H-CGM+ [46] is used to model the in-situ SSRT results. As a fully 
coupled model, H-CGM+ incorporates the hydrogen redistribution dur-
ing loading as well as the mechanical response because of localized 
hydrogen. This is realized through a VUMAT subroutine combined with 
a VUMATHT subroutine. The VUMATHT subroutine is coded based on 
the chemical potential strategy [55], where the lattice chemical poten-
tial rather than lattice hydrogen concentration is the variable to solve 
for. One advantage of this scheme is that we may prescribe a constant 
lattice chemical potential as boundary condition while modelling the 
scenarios of a metal exposed to and in equilibrium with a hydrogen 
atmosphere (i.e. in-situ SSRT) [55,56]. Otherwise stress-dependent lat-
tice concentration type of boundary condition would be needed since 
the stress state on the boundary will affect the permeation of hydrogen 
[55,56]. First a uniform lattice hydrogen concentration is assigned 
across the specimen to mimic the case after 24 h of pre-charging; then 
the lattice chemical potential at the boundary is set to be constant during 
loading, to account for hydrogen permeation, as shown in Fig. 2(c). 

H-CGM+ is designed to capture the competition/transition between 
HELP and HEDE, where HELP is modelled through a hydrogen-induced 
acceleration of the voiding process and HEDE is realized by a degrada-
tion of the decohesion threshold. In present study, we assume that the 
rate of void growth increases linearly with hydrogen concentration to 
account for HELP, following Yu et al. [28] and Depraetere et al. [29]. 

ḟ growth(C)= ḟ growth0
(
1+ kgC

)
(4) 

ḟ growth0 is the void growth rate without hydrogen, C is the total 
hydrogen concentration, kg = 0.16 is the hydrogen assisted degradation 
factor. This operation ensures that path B has a sharper slope of decrease 
(B.H), which makes σlocalized

1 intersect earlier with σ1, resulting in an 
earlier failure (at blue diamond), as shown in Fig. 2(d). On the other 
hand, HEDE is implemented through lowering the decohesion threshold 
σ1

c to an appropriate value σ1
H, path C hence shifts downward (C.H), 

which also leads to an earlier intersection with σ1 (at yellow diamond). 
The actual failure mechanism depends on the magnitude of degradation 
on σ1

c . When hydrogen degradation on σ1
c is significant (σ1

H is low), the 
intersection with σ1 at the yellow diamond appears earlier, and HEDE 
prevails; If σ1

H is high enough and the intersection with σ1 at the blue 
diamond comes first, HELP dominates. By fitting the in-situ SSRT testing 
results, we found that HEDE prevails in all hydrogen cases, and a suit-
able σ1

H is attained for each geometry. This is also confirmed by SEM 
result, where cleavage facets are observed in all hydrogen charged 
samples. 

To obtain the hydrogen concentration, diffusion models that 
consider the chemical potential gradient as the driving force [55,56] and 
solving the lattice chemical potential as the variable are carried out. 
Hydrogen might be localized in lattice sites (L subscript) or trapping 
sites (T subscript): 

CL =NLθL (5)  

CT =NT θT (6) 

NL and NT are the number of sites per unit volume (site density), θL 

and θT are the occupancy fraction. According to Oriani’s equilibrium 
[57] between θL and θT: 

θT

1 − θT
=

θL

1 − θL
KT (7)  

KT = exp
(

−
EB

RT

)

(8) 

KT is the equilibrium constant, EB is the trap binding energy, R is the 
gas constant, T is the temperature. In bcc metals, low occupancy θL≪1 is 
usually assumed, such that: 

θL

1 − θL
≈ θL (9) 

Considering (5)–(9): 

CT =NT
KT CL

KT CL + NL
(10) 

For an isothermal analysis (T = T0): 

∂CT

∂t
=

∂CT

∂CL

∂CL

∂t
+

∂CT

∂NT

∂NT

∂εp

∂εp

∂t
(11) 

Neglecting the hydrogen flux between traps [58,59], the mass bal-
ance can be expressed as: 

∂CL

∂t
+

∂CT

∂t
= − ∇⋅JL (12)  

JL = − DL
CL

RT
∇μL (13) 

JL represents the flux of lattice hydrogen, DL is the lattice diffusivity. 
μL is the chemical potential of hydrogen in lattice sites which can be 
expressed as: 

μL = μ0
L + RTln

(
CL

NL

)

− VHσh (14) 

μ0
L is the chemical potential in the standard state, VH is the partial 

molar volume of hydrogen, σh is the hydrostatic stress. According to the 
chemical potential strategy proposed by Di Leo and Anand [55], the 
governing equation is expressed as: 

DL

Deff

CL

RT0

∂μL

∂t
− ∇ ⋅

(

DL
CL

RT0
∇μL

)

+
DL

Deff

CL

RT0
VH

∂σh

∂t
+ θT

dNT

dεp

∂εp

∂t
= 0 (15) 

In the VUMATHT subroutine, the variation of uL is solved in each 
time increment, such that the variation of CL is obtained accordingly. 
Based on Oriani’s equilibrium [57] in Eq. (10), CT can be calculated with 
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the trap binding energy EB and trap density NT. 
For the studied X65 pipeline steel, dislocation is the main trapping 

type with EB = 23.0 kJ/mol, and the trap density NT without plastic 
deformation (εp = 0) is 9.09× 1024 site/m3. The dislocation trap density 
NT is a function of plastic strain εp, and a widely used relation (Eq. (16)) 
is available for steels. It is revealed that dislocation trap density may 
have different initial values at εp = 0 for different steels, but their evo-
lution with varying εp is identical, as summarized in Fig. 3 [27,60–64]. 

log NT =A − 2.33 exp( − 5.5εp
)

(16) 

A corresponds to the trap density at εp = 0. Based on Eq. (16), the 
value A = 27.29 is calculated for the X65 pipeline steel. For comparison, 
the resulting NT vs εp plot (red line) is presented in Fig. 3 and it is within 
the range reported in the literature, indicating a reasonable presump-
tion. Note that the exact values of NT during deformation are not 
necessarily consistent with this law, so the localized value of CT may 
differ in real situation. To acquire accurate relation between NT and εp, 
hydrogen permeation test on samples with different levels of pre-strain 
can be conducted [65]. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. SSRT testing results 

Fig. 4(a) shows the experimental engineering stress vs true strain 
curves (σe-ε) for Smooth, U, M and V samples in air and in the presence 
of hydrogen. Assuming the studied pipeline behaves in an isotropic 
manner, the true strain is calculated as ε = 2× ln (a0 /a), with a0 and a 
being the initial and the instantaneous minimum cross-sectional radius 
under loading, respectively. The failure strain is defined as the strain 
corresponding to the apparent sudden drop of engineering stress. The 
reason for plotting engineering stress vs true strain curves, rather than 
engineering stress vs engineering strain curves, is that true strain is in-
dependent of the initial specimen length [66]. With the increase of stress 
triaxiality (i.e. increasing sharpness of the notch), the notch tensile 
strength increases, while the failure strain decreases. Hydrogen de-
creases the failure strain but has negligible effect on the notch tensile 
strength. Similar phenomena were observed in other pipeline steels [18, 
67]. The strain corresponding to the maximum engineering stress is 
about 0.1 (grey dash line), indicating that material’s hardening expo-
nent n is around 0.1 [68,69]. 

The HE indexes [70], calculated as (εf ,air − εf ,H)/εf ,air for each ge-
ometry are plotted in Fig. 4(b), where εf ,air and εf ,H are the failure strain 
in air and in the presence of hydrogen respectively. HE susceptibility 
decreases with stress triaxiality. This trend is contrary to the result 

reported in Ref. [22], where X70 pipeline steel was investigated and 
ex-situ pre-charging method was adopted; the qualitative explanation 
[22] was that crack initiated at the center, the stress-assisted diffusion 
caused a higher hydrogen concentration at the center for a larger 
triaxiality, leading to a larger effect of hydrogen enhanced lateral void 
growth (HELP) and thus a more embrittlement behavior. As discussed 
later, the trend in this experiment is also reasonable in light of the in-situ 
testing condition leading to different crack initiation site as well as 
different dominant fracture mechanism. As a matter of fact, the influ-
ence of stress triaxiality on HE susceptibility is dependent on the ma-
terial, specimen geometry (i.e. stress concentration factor Kt) and 
environmental condition. With ex-situ charging, a higher HE suscepti-
bility was found in X70 pipeline steel [22] and AISI 4135 steel [71] for 
specimens with a higher notch severity, while opposite trend was found 
in martensitic steel [72]. Walter et al. [73] and An et al. [74] found that 
the loss of ductility increased with Kt firstly, reaching a maximum, and 
then decreased with Kt in low alloy steels [73] and in X80 pipeline steel 
[74]. 

Fracture surfaces after SSRT test are examined in SEM. Samples 
failing in air all displayed a typical cup-and-cone fracture surface with 
high density of dimples, indicating a ductile fracture mode. An example 
(M-notch) is shown in Fig. 5(a–c), where two regions are identified, 
namely the dimpled inner region and the peripheral region with shear 
lip. These two regions are produced as a result of crack initiation from 
the center of specimen, and propagation towards the surface in the na-
ture of unstable fracture [75]. 

Samples failing in the presence of hydrogen all exhibited a mixed 
mode of fracture. An example (M-notch) is presented in Fig. 5(d–f), three 
regions with distinct fracture features are recognized: close to the notch 
root, quasi-cleavage fracture with facets and ridges is observed (Fig. 5 
(e1)); at the center of specimen, ductile fracture is observed with large 
number of dimples (Fig. 5(e3)); there exists a transition area between 
the notch root and the center characterized by both facets (green ar-
rows) and dimples (yellow arrows) (Fig. 5(e2)). In addition, cracks are 
observed on the surfaces of the notches, which indicates that failure 
emanates from the notch surface and then propagates towards the center 
[8]. This is also confirmed by optical imaging recorded during the ten-
sile test (Fig. 5(f)). The surface-initiated cracking is a prominent feature 
of hydrogen induced failure in the current study, in contrast to damage 
initiation from the center without hydrogen. According to the fracture 
morphology, the HEDE mechanism should be responsible for the frac-
ture under in-situ hydrogen charging. Similar behavior was observed in 
plain-carbon steels, where fracture surfaces were examined after in-situ 
SSRT under gaseous hydrogen charging [8]. As discussed later, this may 
be attributed to the hydrogen distribution which has peak concentration 

Fig. 3. Dislocation trap density NT as a function of equivalent plastic strain εp. Dash lines show fitted curves of experimental data: Kumnick and Johnson [60], Huang 
et al. [61] and Zafra et al. [62]. Solid lines show analytic laws adopted in literatures: Sofronis et al. [63], Peral et al. [27], and Wang et al. [64]. 
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close to the notch root, due to the intensive local plasticity. 

4.2. Determination of CGM + model parameter 

With the loading curves of SSRT tests, it is possible to identify ma-
terial parameters for the CGM+ model. The main parameters to be 
calibrated include elasticity, flow properties of the matrix material, and 
initial void volume fraction f0. Assuming negligible influence of f0 on the 
flow behavior [76,77], the elasticity and flow properties of the matrix 
material can be obtained from the stress-strain curve of the M-notch 
specimen in the absence of hydrogen (Fig. 4(a)). Note that we do not 
employ the smooth tensile bar, which would need to carry out a 
Bridgman correction [48] on the tri-axial stress state after necking. With 
the Bridgman correction, the instantaneous notch radius ratio a/ R (the 

minimum cross section radius a over the notch radius R) needs to be 
monitored during the test. To bypass the challenge, Tu et al. [69,78] 
designed a tensile bar with the so-called ‘magic notch’, with which the 
instantaneous notch radius ratio a/R keeps constant even after necking 
and a/R can be directly determined from hardening exponent n. From 
the measured true σ-ε curve of ‘magic notch’ (M-notch specimen in Fig. 4 
(a)), one can easily derive the equivalent stress strain curve without 
Bridgman correction. The dervied curve, as well as a summary of the 
elasticity and flow properties, is shown in Fig. 6(a). 

Then, a finite element model is built based on the M-notch geometry, 
as shown in Fig. 2(a) to calibrate f0. The identified elasticity and flow 
properties are applied. The model is used to simulate the loading curve 
recorded for the M-notch specimen, by varying f0. After several trial- 
and-errors, an optimal f0 is identified, 0.00015, as summarized in 

Fig. 4. (a) Experimentally obtained engineering stress vs true strain curves (σe-ε) of each geometry in air and in the presence of hydrogen; (b) Failure strain and HE 
index as a function of geometry. 

Fig. 5. The fracture surfaces of M-notch specimen failed in air (a–c) and in hydrogen charging condition (d–f), indicating the center-initiated ductile fracture and the 
surface-initiated mix-mode fracture, respectively. 
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Fig. 6(a). 
These CGM+ parameters are geometry independent. To verify, the 

same set of parameters are applied to simulate the experimental loading 
curves of Smooth, U-notch and V-notch specimens in Fig. 4(a). As shown 
in Fig. 7, very good agreement is achieved for each geometry, indicating 
that the determined parameters are satisfactory. Naturally, the failure 
loci of all the notched tensile tests are also well captured, as shown in 
Fig. 6(b). 

It is noted that the CGM+ model predicts failure initiation at the 
center of specimens, consistent with the experimental result without 
hydrogen (Fig. 5(a–c)). This is because CGM+/CGM adopts the plastic 
limit load model [51] as the void coalescence/failure criterion. Failure is 
triggered when the applied maximum principal stress σ1 reaches the 
threshold for localized deformation of void σlocalized

1 , as illustrated in 
Section 3.2. Since σ1 reaches its maximum at the center, failure begins 
there. 

4.3. Numerical results with hydrogen 

Hydrogen diffusion coupled model H-CGM+ is utilized to simulate 

the loading curves of in-situ SSRT tests. The CGM+ parameters have 
been calibrated, and hydrogen diffusion and trapping parameters have 
been measured with permeation test and TDS analysis in a separate 
study, as summarized in Table 1. To capture hydrogen induced fracture 
with H-CGM+, one also needs to link the mechanical damage to local 
hydrogen concentration, i.e., implement an accelerated void growth kg 

or establish a hydrogen degradation law. As observed through post- 
mortem fracture surface investigations (Fig. 5(d–f)) for in-situ 
hydrogen-charged specimens, the material tearing/cracking process 
initiates at the notch surface and in the form of hydrogen enhanced 

Fig. 6. (a) The identified CGM+ parameters for X65 pipeline steel, the inset presents the trial-and-error procedure; (b) Failure strain in the absence of hydrogen, 
comparison of experiment and simulation (CGM+). 

Fig. 7. The engineering stress vs true strain curves (σe-ε) in air, comparison of experiment and simulation (CGM+); The insets show failure initiates at the sample 
center; (c) also gives the distribution of maximum principal stress σ1 around the M-notch root at failure. 

Table 1 
Hydrogen behavior related parameters [59,79].  

DL (mm2 /s) NL 

(site/mm3)

R (Nmm /molK) VH (mm3 /mol) μ0
L (kJ /mol)

7.387 ×10− 3 

[79] 
5.1 ×1020 

[59] 
8.314 × 103 2000.0 28.6 

T0 (K) Eb (kJ /mol) kg NT 

300.0 23.0 0.16 log NT = 27.29 − 2.33 exp( −
5.5εp)
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decohesion. Therefore, establishing a hydrogen degradation law on 
decohesion threshold σ1

H is essential. 
First, the critical failure stress σ1

c at the center of the specimens is 
extracted from the CGM+ simulation in the absence of hydrogen, i.e., the 
location of failure for the specimen tested in air. These critical failure 
stresses are plotted against specimen geometry in Fig. 9(a). H-CGM+

simulations are then performed using an initial hydrogen concentration 
of 0.052 wppm as measured via hot extraction test before loading. A 
constant chemical potential is applied at specimen boundaries during 
loading, to mimic the in-situ charging condition. It is found that the 
simulated stress strain curves agree well with the experimental curves 
up to failure. The failure point, however, cannot be readily captured, 
due to the lack of a hydrogen degradation law. Following the experi-
mental observations, we limit the failure initiation site to the circum-
ference of the specimens and obtained the decohesion threshold σ1

H via 
trial-and-error method, which gives satisfactory prediction of failure 
as shown in Fig. 8. These decohesion thresholds σ1

H at the circumference 
are also plotted against specimen geometry in Fig. 9(a). As can be seen, 
the critical failure stress increases with the sharpness of the notch, both 
with and without hydrogen (σ1

H and σ1
c ), which is in accordance with 

[71,80,81]. 
Interestingly, the ratio k between σ1

H and σ1
c is approximately con-

stant, irrespective of the specimen geometry. The ratio k represents the 
relative degradation of decohesion threshold at a given hydrogen con-
centration. In a previous study on a high strength steel [80], similar 
observations was obtained, i.e. the relative hydrogen degradation was 
independent of the specimen geometry. Such assumption holds as long 
as the local hydrogen concentrations at the failure sites in the four ge-
ometries are similar. 

Hydrogen distribution at failure is then investigated, and the con-
centration contours for the M and V-notched specimens are presented in 
Fig. 8(c1) and (d1) as examples. At failure, the maximum lattice 
hydrogen concentration CL occurs in correspondence of the hydrostatic 
stress peak, while the trapped hydrogen concentration CT reaches its 
maximum at the notch circumference where the local plastic strain is 
maximum. The maximum total hydrogen concentration C = CL+ CT 

occurs at the notch circumference where failure initiates, and the values 
are 2.8 wppm and 3.1 wppm for the two specimens, respectively. For the 
U-notched specimen and smooth specimen, the total concentrations at 
the circumference are 3.0 wppm and 2.6 wppm respectively. Since the 
local hydrogen concentrations at the failure sites for the four specimens 
are similar, one should be able to calibrate the hydrogen degradation 
law on decohesion/stress threshold which are suitable for all the 
different specimen configurations by using only one geometry (i.e., M- 
notch). Only one data point on a hydrogen degradation curve is deter-
mined through this study. Different current densities or voltages for 
cathodic charging should be applied to produce varied hydrogen con-
centrations inside the specimen. Using the H-CGM+ model and following 
a similar procedure as described earlier, a hydrogen degradation law can 
then be calibrated. 

The local critical concentration is substantially larger than the 
measured uniform concentration after pre-charging, 0.052 wppm. The 
reason is that the specimens are loaded under in-situ charging, so that 
more hydrogen are absorbed due to stress-assisted diffusion and local 
plasticity. Moreover, trapped hydrogen concentration is significantly 
higher than lattice concentration, indicating that hydrogen-induced 
failure is dominated by hydrogen trapping related to dislocation den-
sity or local plasticity, given the assumption that both the hydrogen 
population (CL and CT) contribute equally to the determination of 
hydrogen degradation of the material. This phenomenon is similar to 
what was reported in X80 pipeline steel [11]. To further investigate the 
effect of stress triaxiality on HE susceptibility, the PEEQ values at failure 
of each geometry are plotted in Fig. 9(b). In absence of hydrogen, the 
PEEQ value decreases with stress triaxiality, while in the presence of 
hydrogen, the PEEQ value remains almost constant at around 0.31. The 
difference between the cases without and with hydrogen can be used as 
an indicator of HE index, which shows a decreasing trend with stress 
triaxiality. The fracture mechanism as well as the reason why HE sus-
ceptibility decreases with stress triaxiality under in-situ charging con-
dition can be explained as follow: crack initiation occurs when hydrogen 
concentration reaches a critical value of about 2.8 wppm, and it initiates 
at the circumference where the local plastic strain is maximum since 

Fig. 8. (a–d) The engineering stress vs true strain curves (σe-ε) in the presence of hydrogen, comparison of experiment and simulation (H-CGM+); The distribution of 
lattice hydrogen concentration CL and trapped hydrogen concentration CT at failure for (c1) M-notch and (d1) V-notch specimens. 
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dislocation trapped hydrogen takes up a major part of total hydrogen. 
Local equivalent plastic strain at failure remains constant in the presence 
of hydrogen for all geometries, whereas it has a larger value for the case 
with lower triaxiality in hydrogen free condition, so that specimens with 
lower stress triaxiality exhibit more ‘embrittlement’ behavior. The 
critical combination of hydrogen concentration and equivalent plastic 
strain required to trigger crack initiation under in-situ electrochemical 
charging conditions in X65 pipeline steel is found to be 2.8 wppm and 
0.31, respectively; these values are independent of stress triaxiality, can 
be used as a failure criterion, and are considered as a valuable reference 
for the safety assessment of hydrogen pipelines. 

5. Conclusion 

The susceptibility of X65 pipeline steel to hydrogen embrittlement 
under in-situ electrochemical charging is investigated using a combi-
nation of experimental and numerical methods. Various notched tensile 
specimens are employed to examine the role of stress triaxiality on HE. 
SSRT tests are conducted in air and under hydrogen charging conditions 
to observe the differences in mechanical behavior. Fracture surfaces 
from these tests are analyzed to understand the failure mechanisms. 
Numerically, the H-CGM+ model is utilized to simulate the loading 
curves and pinpoint local failure initiation sites of the in-situ SSRT tests. 
This comprehensive approach allows for a detailed assessment of the HE 
susceptibility of X65 pipeline steel under the specific charging condi-
tions. From the investigation, several conclusions are drawn:  

(1) A specific set of mechanical parameters for the X65 pipeline steel 
has been identified and incorporated into the CGM + model, as 
depicted in Fig. 6(a).  

(2) Hydrogen is found to slightly affect the notch tensile strength but 
significantly reduce the failure strain. HE is primarily driven by 
dislocation trapping hydrogen, with cracks typically initiating at 
the notch surface where local plastic strain is highest. Interest-
ingly, HE susceptibility decreases as stress triaxiality increases.  

(3) The H-CGM+ model effectively replicates both global stress-strain 
curves and local failure initiation sites from in-situ SSRT tests. 
The model identifies a critical combination of hydrogen concen-
tration (2.8 wppm) and local strain (0.31) that indicates 
hydrogen-induced failure. This combination acts as a failure 
criterion for HE and remains consistent across varying stress 
triaxialities. 

Finally, it should be acknowledged that this failure criterion is spe-
cific to certain hydrogen charging conditions. Thus, it might represent 
just one aspect of a broader hydrogen-induced failure criterion for X65 
pipeline steel. To establish a comprehensive failure map, further sys-
tematic experimental and modeling efforts under various service con-
ditions are necessary. 
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